SHOW YOUR CUSTOMERS THAT YOU TAKE DATA SECURITY SERIOUSLY

Obtain the most widely-adopted control framework in the healthcare industry, according to a 2018 HIMSS survey.

Join 81% of US hospitals and health systems and 83% of US health plans that utilize the HITRUST Common Security Framework (CSF).

Protect your customers by staying ahead of the latest security risks—HITRUST is updated regularly to maximize security.

CLOSE THE GAPS IN YOUR COMPLIANCE

Receive consulting from a Certified Common Security Framework Practitioner (CCSFP) to discover gaps/holes in your security.

Understand how to resolve the vulnerabilities that are found throughout the discovery phase.

Don’t settle for a single regulation—comply with multiple, such as PCI DSS, HIPAA, NIST, ISO 27001, and COBIT.
Customer creates an account in MyCSF Portal

HITRUST Alliance determines controls that need to be validated by SecurityMetrics based on information in customer’s MyCSF Portal

SecurityMetrics and customer determine which locations need to be visited as part of the onsite assessment

SecurityMetrics will validate that each control has been in place for at least 90 days

The HITRUST Alliance requires that an assessment be performed once every two years

SAVE TIME AND RESOURCES

A CSF practitioner works with you one on one to prepare you for your assessment. By leveraging our consulting and years of security experience, you can pass the assessment the first time so you don’t have to expend more resources on follow-up assessments.

Questions?

CALL OR EMAIL
(877) 364-9164
sales@securitymetrics.com